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DanatCoin 

 

DanatCoin (DNC) is a decentralized Smart Contract run on the EthereumBlockchain where a user can be 

rewarded DNC tokens with the number of those tokens dependent on the fluctuating price at the time 

of deposit as an exchange of Ethereum , Bitcoin or Fiat.  

Danat Coin provides holders of DNC a passive as once fully deployed the contract is its own self-

sustaining financial eco-system. The Contract is open source, and immutable and not changeable in 

anyway post deployment and is publicly available for anyone to scrutinize.  

The company that developed this contract and all the exchange platform is considered to be one of the 

most leading companies around the world, they kept the security as a main concern during developing 

and deploying this contract and website. 

This company is specialize in Web Design, Full Stack Development, Mobile Application and Security 

Audits so you can rest assured we have audited this contract and attempted to penetrate it from many 

different angles and it is not possible to be hacked, the only way it can be Hacked is if the whole 

Ethereum Blockchain is compromised. 

Danat Coin doesn’t get you only the latest technology of Ethereum Blockchain but also a new generation 

of easy way to invest and gain back the money. 
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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 

 

As we stated earlier, we are an investing company Based in GCC that hired the best I.T. company with 

over 50 employees to develop the most advanced website and secured Ethereum contract.  

We are based in Dubai, so we are open to the most leading investing companies all around the world, 

making it easier to the small investors to be part of this new challenging and trying the latest technology 

of the cryptocurrencies, benefiting from the currencies of the future. 

To have it more secured to our clients, we decided not to publish our name nor our lead developers to 

avoid any confusion based on the acceptance or refusal of the cryptocurrencies in some of the 

countries. 

We understand this may frustrate some and also discourage some but we are not only running an ICO, 

we are also providing the contract and the interface for you to interact with that contract via our web 

interface, In additional to that, we will provide an exchange platform for our tokens with BTC, ETH and 

Fiat, thus making it easier to invest or to get your money back. 

 Although you can still access it without our interface, we explain this later on in this document. So as far 

as we are concerned our identity IS the Smart Contract and its contents, we welcome everyone and 

anyone to scrutinize it as much as you like, it is robust, immutable and “Danatcoin”! 

www.danatcoin.comWe will also be straight to the point and admit though that we are not the original 

creators of this concept, that adulation goes to the developers of PoWH3D, we have used much of the 

“Open Source” software they have used but also made what we think are some minor improvements.  

And although our contract and Danat token has the same premise and functions, we believe we have 

not only improved on what they currently have but we have made it much fairer for potential investors, 

by this we mean we will announce the contract release date prior to releasing it and give everyone an 

equal opportunity to purchase Danat tokens at the same time. We have also made some other 

adjustments which we will discuss below. 

 Also, in saying that we think we are actually endorsing P3D because we can see there is no “hidden 

code” written into the contract and trust us we have scrutinized it like no tomorrow to ensure this is the 

case. 
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HOW DanatCoin WORKS 

 

Firstly, the Contract is created on the EthereumBlockchain as mentioned above and once it is deployed, 

no one person, developer or any other human can alter it, change it, or mess with it, it is totally run by 

automation and will run for as long as there is an Internet. We have intentionally made it so not even 

one change can be made, so it will continue to run as it is immutable. For those not familiar with how 

PoWH3D works, and more importantly how Danatcoin works, it is a smart contract that the investor 

deposits an amount they choose and for this they are rewarded with DNC tokens, the price of these 

tokens is not static and is subject to both demand and volume so the more people who own DNC the 

more expensive DNC will be, equally if people decide to sell their DNC the price will drop accordingly 

therefore creating a new entry point for new investors.  

Holders of DNC are rewarded by continuing to keep their ETH on the DNC contract as long as possible as 

the longer you stay on the contract the more you will earn from both others leaving and entering. (That 

is the 10% for each entry and exit you pay which of course others pay) and this is divided amongst all 

holders of DNC and proportionally shared.  

So, once you deposit we have no control of your funds, however you do and if you want to leave and 

withdraw your funds you can do so at any time! Remembering though the contract also pays you daily 

dividends, which are not even daily but nearly hourly depending on the volume of others be they 

withdrawals or deposits, you will still get paid so the longer you stay in the contract the more you stand 

to earn. 

 The ETH you earn from others who withdraw or deposit DNC will sit in your dashboard and you will 

have the option to re-invest that ETH for more DNC or you can withdraw the Dividends at any-time, 

Without any penalty! 
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EXCHANGE AND ACCESS TO YOUR FUNDS 

 

Our decentralized exchange is also talking to the Ethereum Network and our Smart Contract 24/7 so you 

can Buy/Sell/Reinvest on our platform and should our platform ever go down or be hacked (Next to 

Impossible, we would say impossible but that would not be correct, nothing is impossible right?) you can 

still always access your funds using Metamask and Etherwallet via the Smart Contract, so even if our 

business closed tomorrow due to an Earthquake or other Natural Disaster the contract will continue to 

run as per normal and YOU will always have control of your funds no matter what happens.  

We will also soon be releasing a redundancy site with less bells and whistles so should our main site go 

down you can visit this site to transact and again, failing that, you can still complete all functions by 

using both Metamask and Etherwallet. 

 Further to that because your funds are secured and locked into the permission-less Smart Contract and 

no human can alter it, there is absolutely ZERO chance of an “Exit Scam” and we have noticed that with 

PoWH3D that some are saying that there are backdoors or secret code imbedded into the contract, we 

can tell you that is not the case as we have also audited their contract and put it through some rigorous 

pen-testing (Yes we are giving you a plug in our Whitepaper PoWH3D), so their contract is as robust as 

ours is, although ours is slightly modified to make a couple of small changes and reflect our own brand 

and website. 
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SOME OF THE FEATURES 

 

 
• Mobile application both in Android/ IOS to make it easier for clients to access their wallets 
and do the necessary transactions. 

 
• New way of easy mining that will award the clients tokens that can be easily sold and 
exchanged, all what you need to do is to download the mining application and start earning, no 
hidden fees no early subscription. 

 
• Holder of minimum of 100 DNC tokens can do all the necessary exchanges in EThereum. 

 
• Nothing in our contract is alterable or changeable it is 100% immutable.  
 
• Our exchange is 100% Decentralized. 
 
• Most importantly we are NOT A LENDING platform, this is a smart contract of which we 
have no control upon deployment, it is not changeable and you are dealing with the 
EthereumBlockchain via our front end.  

 
• Our Website is protected by Cloudfare anti Ddos attacks and is backed up daily on our own 
large servers.  

 
• 24/7 customer support. 
 
• 100% secured transactions with 0% of error. 
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Our Roadmap 

 

 

April 2018 : Danatcoin started as a new idea. 

May 2018 : Danat coin was developed by one of the most professional company around the world . 

June 2018 : Presale. 

July 2018 : Initial Coin Offering (ICO). 

August 2018 : Internal Exchange with USD Platform. 

September 2018 : Launching Mobile Application and Mining software. 

October 2018 : Currency Remittance features.  
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FAQ’s 

Q. What is the date the contract will be open to the public? 

A. Please follow our roadmap mentioned in our ICO. 

Q. What about U.S residents or people from China or Singapore? 

A. If you think that by investing in DNC you may be breaking any law from the jurisdiction in which 

you fall under then we suggest you either do not invest or seek your own personal legal and 

financial advice. 

Q. Can I get a refund if I want one? 

A. No, once you make a purchase on the Blockchain through this Smart Contract it is irreversible 

and even if we wanted to, we have no access to your funds, you control them and can withdraw at 

any time you choose. 

Q. Is DNC better than other Tokens? 

A. That is subjective to everyone’s own personal views and thoughts 

Q. What makes DNC different than other Tokens? 

A.  You need to try us to know better. 

Q. Do you charge us for mining application or mobile application? 

A. No. 

Q. Why should I have 100 DNC token to start the necessary exchange? 

A. there are a specific cost in each Ethereum transaction, a minimum of 100 DNC token is required 

to do the necessary token transfer. 
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About DNC 

 

Token name:                       DanatCoin 
Ticke:                                    DNC  
Token Type:                         ERC20 (Smart Contract Running Autonomously 24/7)  
Developer pre-Purchase:  3 ETH in total  
Total number of DNC:       100,000,000  
Contract Address:   https://etherscan.io/address/0x0fbe9cc858d7ad6e246fe9d01aed22abd2a66f0b  
Website:                              www.danatcoin.com  
Twitter:                                https://twitter.com/danatcoin  
 

https://etherscan.io/address/0x0fbe9cc858d7ad6e246fe9d01aed22abd2a66f0b

